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Description

Because language is acquired gradually for children, it is the 
adult interviewer’s responsibility to ask questions in a way 
that allows the child to tell what they know in their own 
words.  The goal of any interview is to get accurate 
information.  In order to do so, interviewers should apply 
the concepts of concrete and abstract thinking to their 
question choices.  This presentation will explain the impact 
of WH questions on children based on development and 
how memories are encoded.

Learning Objectives

•Participants will be able to identify which WH 
questions are concrete

•Participants will be able to identify which WH 
questions are abstract

•Participants will learn how to increase the potential of 
gaining accurate information from children based on 
their developmental level
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• What’s your name? Andy

• How old are you? 8

• What school do you go to? Roosevelt Elementary

• What grade are you in? 3rd grade

• What’s your teacher’s name? Mrs. Roth

• Who are your friends at school? Nick, Alex and Keaton

• What’s your favorite class? Gym

• Who lives with you? Mom, Dad, Katie

• What’s your mom’s name? Ann

• What’s your dad’s name? John

• How old is your sister? 4

• Do you have pets? A dog

• What’s your dog’s name? Sam

• Do you play sports? Soccer

• What position? Goalie

26

Big Narrative Invitations

◼ “Think about X, tell me everything/all about/more…”

◼ “TMETH”

◼ “Tell me about…from the beginning to the middle to 

the end.  Don’t leave anything out.  Even the stuff you 

think isn’t important.”

◼ “Help me understand…”

Faux Invitations

◼ “Tell me your name.”

◼ “Tell me who lives with you.”

◼ “Tell me where you were.”

◼ “Tell me what time of day it was.”

◼ “Tell me how old you are.”

◼ “Tell me what school you go to.”
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Productivity Differences in WH Qs

Action/Sequence of Events
◼ TMETH

◼ What happened?

◼ What happened next?

◼ Then what happened?

◼ How did [it] happen?

◼ How did you get hurt?

◼ What did William do?

Non-Action Descriptions
◼ What did William look like?

◼ What color was the car?

◼ How did Carla’s face look?

◼ What did Jeanette wear?

WH Questions

◼Who

◼What

◼Where

◼When

◼How long

◼How many

◼Why

Concrete vs   Abstract

Who

What

Where

When

How

Why
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Questions About Time and Number
Anne Graffam Walker, PhD

◼ Do not routinely “expect” children under age 9 or 10 to give 

“reliable” estimates of time, speed, distance, size, height, weight, 

color, or to have mastered relational concepts, including kinship.

◼ By age 10, most developmentally average children can tell time 

and have mastered the days of the week.

◼ “Before” and “after” are slippery until 7-8yo.

There is a difference 

between 

developmental ability 

and memory 

encoding
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Who, What and Where 

give you When

Issues with when-anchoring questions

◼ If child offers when, follow up with “How do you know it was…”

◼ “How old were you when…”

◼ Option-posing questions

◼ Ex. “Was it a school day, a weekend, or something else?”

◼ Time anchoring questions

◼ Time of day*, age/grade*, seasons*, important dates*, etc. (beware…this is more 

accurate if given in free narrative without prompting)

◼ Before/after events is a problem

◼ Assumes date-sequential memory encoding

◼ Calendar is cyclical (is Christmas before or after the child’s March 3rd birthday?)

How to get ‘when’ from adolescents

◼ You can ask, but probably won’t get a date/time. Beware of guesses and

note language (“I think it was…” or “I’m not sure but…”)

◼ Adolescents can give you more peripheral details that could help 

pinpoint ‘when’

◼ Who, what and where

◼ Witnesses

◼ Contemporaneous details

◼ Schedules (school, work, sports, etc.)
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How to get “how many times”

Instead of:

“How many times did it happen?”

Event Focus:  [Use a FRAME 1st, THEN:]

“Tell me everything about the last time*.”

◼ TMETH…

◼ TMAA the place.

◼ TMA the people who were there.

◼ TMA the clothes people were wearing.

Event Focus

◼Time remembered most

◼A time chosen by the child

◼Last time

◼First time

◼Different (action, place, person, etc.)

◼Worst time*

One time or more than one?

◼Script language in narratives indicates that 

more than one event occurred

◼“Mom usually hits me when my dad is gone.”

◼“He always comes into my room and tells me to be quiet 

and touches my privates.”

◼“Sometimes I have to clean myself up.”
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Episodic/Event Language

◼ Past tense verbs, date indicators

◼“Yesterday, mom hit me when my dad was gone.”

◼“He came into my room and told me to be quiet and 

touched my privates the night my mom came home from

the hospital.”

◼“I cleaned myself up.”

Interviewer Words Matter

◼ Your verbs should match the content about which you are 

inquiring

◼ Present tense inquiries = scripts

◼ “What happens when dad comes into your room?”

◼ Past tense inquiries = events

◼ “What happened when dad came into your room?”

◼ Add the frame

◼ “What happened when dad came into your room the last time?”

A Couple of Months

Q.  How long have you lived here in Las Vegas? Do you know?

A.  About a couple of months.

Q.  About a couple of months? Did you live here when the third grade 
started?

A.  Yes.

Q.  Did you live here during the whole time you were in third grade?

A.  Mhmm (affirmative).

Q.  Okay.  That’d be about nine months cause that’s about how long 
school is, right?

A.  Yeah.
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How Long?

◼ Most adults cannot tell you how long an event lasts.

◼ Try chronological sequencing with children to get time stampers.

◼ “TMETH from beginning to end.”

◼ “What happened first?  …And then what happened?  …What happened 

next?”

◼ You can try “What happened before/after?” but know these words are 

slippery.

◼ Before/after are slippery under 7/8
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